ESD 07/24 - JULY

FOCUS: MILITARY AEROSPACE 2024

Topics include:
• AEW&C Aircraft
• Agile Combat Employment
• Agility Prime/HSVTOL Programme Updates
• Airborne Radar Developments
• Collaborative Military Aerospace Programmes
• European Air Investigators Group - Flight Safety
• European Combat Aircraft SITREP
• European Military Aviation Industry
• F-35 in Europe - Taking Over?
• Future Aircraft Design
• Hypersonic Weapon Developments
• NETMA Update
• NRO Satellite Programmes Overview
• OTH Targeting and Effectors
• Passive Radar
• Refuelling Tanker Programmes Globally
• Sixth-generation Fighter Programmes
• Strategic Bombers - Still Relevant?
• Swarming UAVs/LMs and Counter-Swarm Technologies
• Training Aircraft - Markets and Applications

Programme Subject to Modification

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

• Farnborough Air Show
  (22-26 Jul)
• SMDC
  (6-8 Aug)

LATEST ISSUE: 4/24

Print Media Kit: see page 2

ESD Online: www.euro-sd.com - International News, Reports, Analysis and Comments

A meaningful and constantly updated complement to the expert articles published in print with news from:
• politics, the armed forces, government organisations, industry, associations and scientific institutions.

Supported by a global network of correspondents.

Online Media Kit: see page 3